THE LEGACY OF PEACEKEEPING MISSIONS:
PRE-CYCLING THE COMPOUND
Malkit Shoshan
As peacekeeping missions continue to multiply so does their physical footprint, which is often
a major inconvenience for the local populations. Can the design of these spaces hold the key
to improve development aid and diplomatic efforts by introducing a new legacy? As part of her
ongoing research ‘Drones and Honeycombs’, Malkit Shoshan explores how injecting design
into the footprint of peacekeeping might have a positive impact on the countries affected.
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emphasis on the new UN policy, titled ‘the 3D approach’
– as explained on the mission’s website:
“ On certain issues, the political section
[of the mission] works closely with both the
military section, the economic and social
section, in view of the growing recognition
of the links between political, military,
social, and economic issues. We call this the
3D approach. The D’s stand for Diplomacy,
Defense and Development aid. The
Netherlands believes that complex topics like
peace building can only be dealt with in a
coherent manner, which is the 3D-approach.”
The 3D integrated approach indicates a cooperation
between large foreign forces and disciplines – the
diplomats, the soldiers, the humanitarians, and the local
population are supposed to work hand in hand to end the
conflict, eliminate threats, bring peace, and put a new
civic system in place. The last is considered to be a long
process of reconstruction that generates and shapes
a permanent condition on the ground. Besides military
compounds, new courtrooms, police stations, schools,
medical facilities, transportation systems, airports,
roads, and housing are constructed to achieve this goal.
The emerging compound is actually a mixture of all
these typologies – a manifestation of integrated efforts;
it is a large territorial space that is partly military and
partly civic.
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Recently I held a series of conversations with UN and
NATO partners, namely, the Dutch Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, the Dutch Ministry of Defense, military engineers,
and human rights activists, in order to introduce and
embed a new design policy in the planning process of
peacekeeping missions. The first round of conversations
aimed at describing and defining the contemporary
typology of a peacekeeping compound. What seems to
be at first a simple question immediately highlighted
a problem that served to illustrate the gulf between the
traditional ‘military compound’ and the newer territory
covered by this research: peacekeeping.
A compound in a conflict zone can most likely
be characterized as fortification. However, the reality
on the ground is different. Current warfare doctrines, the
counter insurgency which operates mainly deep inside
the civic realm, necessitate a new set up, a new type
of spaces that are yet to be defined. For the sake of the
conversation, it was decided to refer to compounds
as the buildings and infrastructure that are constructed
in order to support the conduct of peacekeeping and
reconstruction. This large-scale temporary foreign inter
national presence can take on a variety of shapes sizes,
and include multiple typologies. These compounds are
still changing, evolving and reconfiguring themselves,
adjusting to the new situations of war.
Behind the question of ‘what is a compound’
lies a major shift in the conduct of war and of warfare,
from compound meaning fortification to compound
meaning enclosure. This has to do with the growing
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Dutch military compounds in Iraq.
Courtesy of the Dutch Ministry of Defense.
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Shipping containers and other equipment on the outskirts of Kandahar,
southern Afghanistan, left behind by NATO troops.
Photo: Anja Niedringhaus, AP
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Meaningful legacy
My initial interest in the subject was triggered after
I visited Kosovo. The international presence in Kosovo’s
territory was characterized by fragments of different
sorts of compounds with no relation to the local condition,
nor to local scale. There was a staggering number of
foreigner forces – soldiers and aid workers – followed
by all sorts of private companies. The different forces
brought with them their own infrastructure, buildings,
building materials, latrines, walls, as well as style.
The foreign presence was prominent and
visible both inside and outside cities. American, French,
Swedish, and Italian flags were hoisted; uniforms and
cars were seen on the street; a colorful assembly of world
cultures ended up on Kosovo’s peacekeeping mission. It
was made up of a massive armed force with several mili
tary bases. Each hosted a different community, language,
camouflage-pattern, and weaponry system, with different
infrastructures and building styles. A very visible example
was the type of roof used in each compound – flat, pitched,
concrete, prefab, tiled or curved – each country a differ
ent style. The territorial impact of the missions didn’t
remain within the boundaries of the compound, nor the
battlefield. It was embedded deep within civic space.
The experimental mission in Kosovo is still
ongoing, and since then, UN peacekeeping expenditure
has almost doubled. The subsequent peacekeeping
mission in Afghanistan is considered to be the largest
and the most expensive in history. It has also generated
enormous waste. This might imply, at least, the necessity
to add value and leave a meaningful legacy, noting that
the time is ripe.
How do we design a way out of the cul-de-sac
of alienating compound developments that add little
to the experience of local people; that neglect diplomacy
and development in favor of defense? Can design help
thinking about long-term use? Can it advocate for the
recycling or ‘pre-cycling’ of space, making compounds
adaptive for multiple uses from the very beginning?
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Learning from the Dutch experience
A military engineer from the Dutch Ministry of Defense
outlined the Netherlands’ experience of compound build
ing during peacekeeping missions since its first attempt
in Bosnia in the 1990s. He described how one of the
first construction actions was to hang up a large Gamma
flag – Gamma being a large Dutch home hardware shop
– and how this was a source of inspiration, a mindset,
for Dutch base construction at the time. This act became
less funny however, when having sited the compound
on top of a hill, a snowfall of one and a half meters made
the base virtually inaccessible.
The recent history of peacekeeping missions
is a steep learning curve. At first, the Dutch forces
did it the Dutch way in terms of applying national Dutch
standards to the nation’s compound architecture (largely
for insurance reasons). But designing and building a
peacekeeping compound has other forces acting on it
such as the NATO guidelines for field accommodations
and, less predictably, the issue of mission finance. The
mission – NATO, the UN, or the EU – picks up the bill
and this indirectly affects the design of a compound.
For example, in Mali (the focus of missions is currently
shifting to Africa), the UN pays for fuel, so why invest
in solar panels?
When missions end, compounds are mostly
dismantled and then the only thing that matters is
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economics. If the base structures can’t be sold, they
might be either donated to an NGO, demolished, or even
shipped back to the Netherlands.
Future challenges
The ongoing conversations on the after-life of compounds
is only one of the urgent topics that emerges from the
new context of war. There still exists a massive waste of
resources that could be recycled or pre-designed to be
taken over and inhabited by locals.
Nowadays, the mission in Afghanistan is wrap
ping up. The military is moving out, while development
and diplomacy efforts will continue. The ending of the
most expensive mission in history will leave behind
hundreds of thousands of containers and gabions. These
are scattered all over the country. As a design question,
these can be easily transformed into all sorts of struc
tures, small units and large building complexes, without
much effort. These are potential resources. For instance,
a report by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs reveals
that more than 160 schools were constructed in Uruzgan
alone, of which 87 were hosted in non-sustainable con
ditions, such as in open air, or inside private homes.
A sustainable solution for these schools can be easily
solved by recycling the waste left by the military.
Moreover, the use of architectural design
should be introduced to the planning process of a peace
keeping mission from the very beginning. The relevancy
and urgency are obvious, but it necessitates a policy
shift. A comprehensive design solution should come out
of a conversation with all forces and interests involved in
the planning and the conduct of a mission – including the
locals – in order to maximize the efficiency and potential
that is hidden in the re-use of spaces. The livelihood
of the communities in post-conflict areas and their longterm sustainability can be dramatically improved.
The ongoing conversation between designers
and policymakers, and those behind the planning process
of the missions opens up possibilities for the integration
of knowledge that might lead to much bigger change.
		This essay is part of ‘Drones and Honeycombs’
project by Malkit Shoshan with The New
Institute in Rotterdam. The project studies the
architecture and landscape of war and inter
national relations. It aims at introducing
architectural design strategies to improve the
livelihood of those who live in areas that
are subjected to international peacekeeping
missions. It is based on a series of conver
sations with the Dutch Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, the Dutch Ministry of Defense,
military engineers, and human rights activists
in order to introduce and embed a new design
policy to the planning process of peace
keeping missions.
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